
Genuine External Magick

External Magick is just supposed to be abandoned after a certain stage. And yet most do not abandon it 
for some reason. They continue to create and invent rituals which most of them do not do. And nor do 
they know what they are doing to begin with. So what they get is a bunch of pseudo-intellectual junk 
science bullshit which they mix and match to try and achieve some personal goal -- most of the time it's
money, sex, or a curse/death spell on an enemy.

If you want the truth then it is very grim indeed and not very soft or comforting for those who need to 
believe in delusions. The truth is contrary to what skeptics claim that yes indeed Magick does itself and
it is verifiable empirically. However, the entities you are working with both do and do not exist. They 
are archetypes of certain symbols or representations of things such as forces of Nature.

For example Nythra should be understood to be the energies flowing from the Abyss into the causal to 
enact acts of acausal terror. It is also and you can verify here even within certain mythologies a 
reference to the nameless void between the abyss and the causal universe. The abyss being primarily 
where the causal meets the acausal and beyond the gates of the abyss is the acausal universe. Where 
collectively a species of entity dwells known as the Dark Gods. And who Satan is a earth-bound 
representative for. Satan himself is very real. However, he is a shapeshifting entity whose true form is 
that of shapeless chaos which may or may not be known as Atazoth. He does not take a real physical 
body or have a real depiction. For Satan manifests himself as Islamic Jihad, National-Socialism both in 
it's racist and non-racist form, untamed wilderness, chaos, Faustian knowledge, self-excellence, self-
overcoming, transgression against law and order, lawlessness, heresy and other similar things. And yes 
indeed in amorality itself. Satan only takes physical form in the causal via individuals but is indeed 
separate from both. The darkness within and without.

The energies of the astral shell of the earth are Chthonic and are where all the shades of the dead lurk 
and prowl. They are presided over by the Undead Gods whose infiltration into the causal is very 
caustic. It causes the causal to melt away and bleed into the acausal which then melts away the causal. 
To put yourself into the death current and engage in practices such as Wamphyrism to speed up this 
harsh alchemical change process. Which has nothing to do with childish fantasies about Vampires the 
media portrays. Our Dark Mother is a Vampire herself and she spawns numerous other she-demons 
who prey on the hubris of males.

However this relates more to Internal Magick on an esoteric level. So I will not discuss it in depth here.
What I will discuss is genuine black External magick. As there is no such thing as White Magick or 
Magick done for anything other than personal aims when it comes to External Magick. Healing 
someone ultimately comes from your own selfish desires for that person to be well or not die. External 
Magick is Magick done for a personal set aim or goal.

You need to a set personal goal or aim expressed in a simple not complex visualization or statement. 
That is very specific and one that you must personally believe is possible to achieve. If it's something 
like I will win a million dollars in the lottery then it will probably not work because of how much doubt
you have. And there is only so much energy which can be generated or created or at least accessed by 
an individual who is an Initiate or Neonate. However, yes we can control reality to a certain degree (ie 
we cannot turn rocks to gold) with our minds. We just need the appropriate forms. The form may be 



musical, artistic, hermetic ritual or ceremonial ritual. Ceremonial ritual is by it's nature more powerful 
because there are more individuals involved. However, if someone does not want or truly desire their 
personal goal to be accepted (or a person in a ceremonial group doesn't) then it will either not happen 
or have a diminished result. Sometimes it is helpful to invoke a particular God or force of Nature.

However, there is no need for banishing rituals, circles or any sort of procurement for exorcism. Merely
when done say it is finished. Prepared yourself for the working if possible in the timeframe of a week 
minimizing sleep and food leading up to the ritual. Dress yourself appropriately ie in clothing used for 
workings only and it helps to take a ritual bath prior. Afterwards change into normal clothes and if 
needed take a bath again -- not in that order of course. Sometimes workings can take years to manifest. 
Some workings will manifest then die off so you will see the peak or apex of it and then the decline or 
death of it.

However mostly here that is the secret of External Magick. Archetypes and influences of the stars and 
planetary spheres help but that again does not fully matter in workings. In fact it can be a hindrance to 
genuine workings because you have doubt and keep thinking things over too much. External Magick is 
primarily and I use this term loosely a right brain activity. It is not like science. It is more art. Doubt 
and lack of desire will interfere. And if there is not any sort of physical and mental exhaustion after 
then you haven't put the work in. The more impressive the ritual is to your mind or others then the more
likely it is to work. Colors, musick, sound, smells, and so on can be employed all together for this. 
However it cannot be a sensory overload on you. Just enough to impress the mind, and open the 
channels to the proper archetype or god you are working with -- for the most part again even this part is
not needed in my opinion.

If there is no doubt or no belief then there is no Magick. 


